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In the world economic history, there is one kind of phenomenon: In the process 
of industrialization, some late-developing countries completed their industrialization 
with shorter time than the early-developing countries. They caught up with even 
surpassed the early-developing countries. This kind of phenomenon was summarized 
as “advantage of backwardness” by some economists. The theory which is used to 
explain this kind of phenomenon is called “the theory of advantage of backwardness”. 
Many scholars conducted thorough research in this field after the theory was proposed. 
Especially with the successful economic development of East Asia and Latin 
American, the theory was used to explain the economic development in Japan and 
South Korea. Our country is the biggest late-developing country. So the research of 
this theory takes very strong practical significance.  
    The dissertation concluded as following on the basis of empirical analysis. First, 
there is no significance of backward- growth in the low-income countries because of 
the bad conditions, though the gap between the low income countries and the 
developed countries is biggest. Second, the backwardness can explain the economic 
growth in the low-middle -income countries. Third, the economic gap can not explain 
the growth in high-middle-income countries because the gap is small or they have 
completed their industrialization. That is to say, the advantages of backwardness in 
late-developing countries are latent but not realistic. The realization of the advantages 
of backwardness is determined by many factors, such as technique, capital, institution, 
human resource and economic structure. The late-developing countries must improve 
their social abilities which are contained in the factors mentioned above to realize the 
advantage of backwardness in their economic growth. China is the biggest 
low-middle-income country. It is necessary to use institutional substitution to improve 
















The innovations in this dissertation:  
 First, different countries can obtain different backward-growth. The 
low-middle-income countries can obtain more backward-growth and China is among 
this kind of country. 
Second, the advantage of backwardness is dynamic and relative. The 
late-developing countries must consider it in making policies which influence the 
realization of the advantage of backwardness. 
Third, it analyzed the stage of technique in China and proved that the reasonable 
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上。英国从 1780 年起，用了 58 年时间使人均产出增长 1 倍；美国从 1839 年起，
只用了 47 年时间；日本从 19 世纪 80 年代才进入这一增长过程，把人均产出增
长 1 倍的时间缩短为 34 年。对于第二次世界大战后才进入现代化的后进国家，
人均产出增长 1 倍的时间又进一步缩短了。例如，土耳其用了 20 年(1957-1977)；





























格申克龙有关后发优势的论文收集在 Economic Backwardness in Historical 




























                                                        
①卡尔•马克思．资本论[M]．第一版，第一卷，前言 
































































技术差距大小 社会能力大小 国家命运 
大 强 增长潜力 大 
大 小 增长潜力小 
小 强 处于超越先发国状态 
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